Energy Management
and Controls Solutions

The complete range
of HVAC solutions
for your business:
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Focus on Energy Management

Can you afford to leave your energy costs
to chance?

Around the world, global warming is headline news
and energy efficiency is at the top of everyone’s
agenda; individuals, businesses and governments.

At Carrier, we firmly believe that it is our responsibility,
both as individuals and as a leader in our industry,
to take measures to reduce energy consumption
wherever possible.

The UK Government has set an ambitious target to
reduce carbon emissions by more than 26% by 2020
and have introduced a range of measures aimed at
achieving this goal.

Carrier can help reduce your energy costs
Carrier offers a range of inspections; from your HVAC
system right through to your entire building, to identify
energy savings from:
—— Improved air distribution
—— Optimised control
—— Replacement of old plant
—— Improved system efficiency
—— Effective monitoring and maintenance

The Comfort/Cost Equation
Carrier can provide energy surveys by experienced, highly
qualified engineers for any installation. The reports generated
produce recommendations which can result in both energy
savings and cost reductions.
Carrier’s energy surveys can make a major contribution to your
company’s energy strategy and will result in a controls strategy,
which is the first step towards the future management of your
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Imagine
controls management access from anywhere, reduced on-site
costs, lower energy consumption and lower utility costs.

Equipment Communication
With the latest open protocol controls technology, plant can
speak to plant whatever the brand, whether chiller or boiler.
This technology allows you to overview all your plant utilising
various interface solutions.

Performance Tracking
and Prediction
For critical installations the most sophisticated technology is
available from Carrier, designed specifically for HVAC equipment.
There is no longer any need to make do with costly adapted
algorithms.

Service and Repair
of Controls Systems
New and existing controls systems can be maintained, repaired,
refurbished or replaced according to your needs. Carrier
maintenance contracts can accommodate specialist controls
servicing packages to suit your business.

Installation of Integrated
Controls Solutions
Dedicated teams of specialists can carry out complete project
design and turnkey management and installation on small single
or large multiple sites.

Act now. Save energy.

If you’d like any more information
about our products and services:
Call us today: 0870 600 1166
Email us: service@carrier.utc.com
Visit our site: www.carrieraircon.co.uk
PART OF UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

